Manufacturer Declaration

Endress+Hauser Wetzer GmbH+Co. KG, Obere Wank 1, 87484 Nesselwang

delcates as manufacturer, that the thermometer

TRxx, TCxx, TAxx, TExxxx, TMRxx, TPxxxx, TSxxxx, GPTx

is not equipped with a built-in electronic transmitter, but only with a ceramic terminal block or flying leads, generating no electromagnetic interferences and bears no hazardous approval. Thus, the above device requires no further CE Marking.

In order to mark our temperature equipment with the CE Marking, the EMC and/or ATEX directive must be applicable. EMC Directive 2004/108 EC relates to electromagnetic compatibility governs on the one hand the electro-magnetic emissions of this equipment in order to ensure that, in its intended use, such equipment does not disturb radio and telecommunication as well as other equipment. The Directive also governs the immunity of such equipment to interference and seeks to ensure that this equipment is not disturbed by radio emissions normally present used as intended. ATEX Directive 94/9/EC concerns equipment and protective systems intended for use in potentially explosive atmospheres.
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